
Helpful Hints for Readers
Commonly Confused Words

Some words sound the same but are spelled differently and have different meanings. When you’re tired, do 
you lay down or lie down?  After dinner, do you eat desert or dessert?  Here are commonly confused words.

accept - to receive; to admit (The public accepts the need for preservation.)
except - excluding; other than (Everyone except my sister wants a pet.)
advice – recommendation ( I will listen to my lawyer’s advice.)
advise - to give advice – (We advise you to learn your rights.)
affect - to influence (Pollution affects our environment in many ways.)
effect - the result of something (Deforestation has bad effects on climate.)
aloud – spoken audibly; out loud (Read the story aloud so others can hear.)
allowed – permitted (Tenants are not allowed to keep snakes.)
all right; alright – okay (All right is the preferred spelling.)
allusion - indirect reference (The phrase “down the rabbit hole” is an allusion to

Alice in Wonderland.)
illusion - false appearance (The picture is an optical illusion.)
a lot - written as two words; large number or amount; to a great extent (He misses

her a lot.)
been - past participle of the verb be (Joy Adamson bas been a role model for

conservationists.)
being - present progressive form (the –ing form) of the verb be (She was being very

nice when she agreed to give a speech.)
by - next to; on; before (Gerald Durell sat by the rocks to film the iguana. He hoped

to finish filming by next year.)
buy - to purchase (Many people buy exotic animals for pets.)
complement - to add to or complete (The book will complement the other books.)
compliment - to say something nice about someone or something (Ann Struthers

receives many compliments for her book on snakes.)
conscience - a sense of right or wrong (Poachers have no conscience.)
conscious - to be aware or awake (The poacher was conscious of his crime.)
everyday - ordinary; common (Poaching is an everyday occurrence.)
every day - during a single day; each day (Officials search every day for poachers.)
emigrate – to leave one’s country (Bridget wants to emigrate from Ireland.)
immigrate – to move to another country (Henry immigrated to Canada.)
its - possessive case of pronoun it (shows ownership) (The elephant was separated

from its herd.)
it’s - contraction for it is (It’s known that elephants are very intelligent.)

good – an adjective indicating emotional health, appearance, or general quality
(She looks good in that color.)

well – used as an adjective indicating physical health after a linking verb (She
looks well despite her recent surgery.); also an adverb following an action verb
(He speaks Spanish well.)

knew - past tense of know (We knew that the lioness had three cubs.)
new - recent; unused (We used a new camera to film the cubs.)
know - to have knowledge of (Photographers know the public loves pictures of

animals.)
no - a negative (I have no photos of Bengal tigers.)
lay – to put; to place (She lays the blanket down.)
lie – to recline; to be positioned (She lies on the blanket.)
lose – to misplace or forfeit something (If we lose a species to extinction, we will

lose part of our heritage.)
loose – too big or too baggy; not fixed (The wear loose clothing at work.)
loss - a decrease in an amount; a serious blow (The loss of forests is a serious

problem.)
past - previous time (In the past, people shot big game for fun.)
passed – accepted or sanctioned; past tense of to pass (Recently, governments

have passed laws forbidding the killing of endangered species.)
personal – private (My teacher showed us her personal collection of snake

photos.)
personnel – employees; staff (The WWF hires a lot of personnel.)
peace – calmness; an end to violence (I feel a sense of peace outdoors.)
piece – a part of something (I found a piece of deer antler in the woods.
principal – main; director of a school (The principal researcher on birds is Dr.

Ludec.)
principle – rule; standard (Stealing is against my principles.)
set – to put or to place (Please set the table.)
sit – to take a seat (She sits on the bench.)
stationary – staying put (I exercise on my stationary bicycle.)
stationery – paper to write on (Use the college’s official stationery for your
letter.)



Circle the appropriate word in each set of parenthesis.

Many people (buy / by) exotic animals for pets. Stop (buy / by) some pet stores, and

you will see monkeys, snakes, and wild cats. Evan, a good friend of mine, wants to

buy a monkey to (complement / compliment) his menagerie of exotic pets.

Everyone, (accept / except) me, supports Evan’s plan. I don’t think Evan would

make a good monkey owner. Did you (no / know) that in Naples, Florida, dog

owners can take their pooches to a therapist? In dog salons, (new / knew) grooming

trends are an (everyday / every day) occurrence. In some dog competitions, (it’s /

its) considered normal for dogs to have colored fur. However, in the town of

Boulder, Colorado, pet owners are not (aloud / allowed) to color their pets. Some

people thing (than / then / that) parrots are easy to maintain. In fact, parrots are

more difficult to care for (than / then / that) many other bird species. For one thing,

some types of parrots love to vocalize, so (there / their / they’re) not ideal for

owners who want peace and quiet. Parrots are social creatures, and they become

very attached to (there / their) owners. They do not like to (sit / set) in one place for

long periods of time. Instead, (there / their / they’re) happiest when being caressed

or permitted to fly around a room. When owners ignore parrots, the birds can

develop quite strange behavior. For instance, a neglected parrot might pull out (its /

it’s) own feathers.
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than – conjunction used for comparing (She is taller than her mother.)
then – adverb used to indicate sequence (Finish your work; then reward yourself.)
that – use that to add information that is essential for identifying something (The

horses that live on this island are endangered.)
which – use which to give additional but nonessential information (Abaco Barb

horses, which live on an island in the Bahamas, are endangered.)
their – possessive form of they (Anita and Ram went to see their favorite

documentary on bird migration.)
there – a place; something that exists (There are many birds in the park.)
they’re – contraction of they are (They’re both very interested in falcons.)
through – in one side and out the other; finished (The monkeys climbed through

the trees.)
threw – past tense of throw (The monkeys threw fruit down from the tree.)
thorough – complete (The biologist did a thorough study of monkey behavior.)

Applying What You’ve Learned

to – indicates direction or movement (I want to go to Africa.)
too – very or also (Kenya is too hot in the summer. It is hot in Somalia, too.)
two – the number after one (Africa and the Amazon are two places that intrigue

me.)
weather – atmospheric conditions (The weather is dreary today.)
whether – a choice between two (I cannot decide whether to stay home or not.)
where – question word indicating location (Where did the zoo keep the gorillas?)
were – past tense of be (The gorillas were in the enclosure.)
we’re – contraction of we are (We’re going to see a film about gorillas.)
who’s – contraction of who is (Joe, who’s a friend of mine, is researching lemurs.)
whose – pronoun showing ownership (Animals whose habitat is disappearing

need to be protected.)
you’re – contraction of you are ( You’re going on the field trip, aren’t you?)
your – possessive adjective (Your sister went to the pet store.)

Commonly Confused Words, continued…

Commonly confused words are underlined. If the word is correct, leave it alone.

In the past, marine parks bought dolphins captured in the wild. Since 1993,

laws have been past to protect dolphins. Today, American parks rely on captive

breeding to replenish their stocks. They cannot except wild dolphins. But overseas,

there is a booming “swimming with dolphins” industry, and the rules are loser.

Christopher Porter, a former dolphin trainer, owns a peace of property in the

Solomon Islands. The dolphin trade is his principle income source. He captures wild

dolphins and sells them to resorts. Porter says he has strong principals and would

never hurt the mammals. However, he may loose a percentage of his stock.

Animals can dye from stress during transportation. Also, Porter can suffer a lost if

the dolphins become ill.

Many tourists do not know or care about the controversy. For example, Kaya

Wilson had a personnel experience with dolphins. In 2008, she swam with dolphins

in Mexico. The resort personnel encouraged her to touch the mammals. She went

into the water wearing a lose top over her bathing suit, and a dolphin pulled at her

shirt. Kaya says she felt happy and at piece with the dolphins.


